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PREFACE
"dialing was once a great industry in the United States.
Whole communities were dependent on its success, Yi/hen voyages
were successful there was prosperity and plenty. When voyages
failed there was hardship and hunger. Fortunes were made and
lost. The foundation of many a stately old mansion in New
England rests on 'oil and bone,' But whaling was not a pass-
ing boom, not a thing apart from all other Interests, not
local in nature and local in effect. Its Influence as a
social and economic factor was widespread, V/haling was a unit
in a great whole— a part of the vast industrial interests of a
growing country. It is so no longer. Whaling is practically
dead. The almost complete cycle of whaling activity is a
good lesson in economics—the lesson of a flourishing enter-
prise quickly wiped out by changing economic conditions. The
history of whaling forms an Important chapter in the commercial
history of the United States,"
Copied from. Walter S, Tower A History of the
American Whale Fishery
. No, 20 in Publications
of the University of Pennsylvania, series in
Political Economy and Public Law. (1907)
University of Pennsylvania
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"Neither the perseverance of Holland, nor the activity of
Prance, nor the dexterous and firm sagacity of the English en-
terprise, ever carried this most perilous mode of hardy indus-
try to the extent to which it has been pushed by this recent
People; a People who are still, as it v/ere, but in the gristle,
and not yet hardened into the bone, of manhood*"
From a speech by Edmund Burke before Parliament in 1775.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
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I THE ’^VHALE-HIMSELF
The order of Cetacea comprises of whales, porpoises, and
the porpoise-dolphins. There are two sub-orders; T/'^stacocetl
,
the whalebone whales, including the fin-, blue-, humpback and
right whales; and Odontoceti, the toothed whales, Including
porpoises, dolphins, killer and sperm whales.
Like ^mammals
,
they bring forth the young alive and per-
fectly formed and nourish them as land mammals do.
Whales are distributed throughout the globe. All species
except the "right' whales are thought to migrate from the
northern to the southern hemisphere. Annually many migrate
equatorlalward to mate and bring forth young. Right whales
never cross the equator, ’Whales seem to have a family or
community range and may become extinct in a region.
The period of gestation is about one year and a calf is
born every year or so. The age to which whales live is not
known but some whales have been observed for a period of
twenty years,
vVhales are the largest animals that have inhabited the
globe. The sulphur-bottom or blue whale may be one hundred
feet in length and one hundred tons in weight. The average
length of the blue whale is seventy-nine feet. The biggest
sperm whales are eighty-four feet long, thirty-five to thirty-
six feet in girth at the thickest part, and the neck and body
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2are deeper than broad at all points to the ''small”, where it is
roimd. The forehead of the sperm v/hale is eleven feet high,
and nine or ten feet in width. If the head of a sperm whale
were above water and lying along the surface, it would be as
high as a one-story house. If the head were standing out of
water, it would be thirty feet high or as high as a three-
story house. The flukes are from six to eight feet in length
and from twelve to fifteen feet in breadth.
The whale calves are twenty feet or more at birth. They
are sixty feet in length by the end of the first year and
still nursing. Sexual maturity is reached during the second
year.
The whale, being a mammal, breathes air and must come to
the surface for it, ^Yhales may come to the surface at inter-
vals of five to ten minutes but can stay submerged for an hour.
The sperm whale will "blow” sixty or seventy times at a rising
requiring twelve minutes. The Intake of air requires hardly
any time. The bow-head whale spouts six to nine times and
stays down fifteen or twenty minutes. The nostrils are lo-
cated high on the head and close together. This allows the
animal to breathe without exposing much of the head. In all
whales except the sperm the nostrils are separate. In the
sperm they are united in a single S shaped opening. This
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3aocoimts for the difference of the spout in the two types of
whales* The right whale and similar whales have the double
nostrils located back on the head over the angle of the jaws.
They blow straight up, a f inner whale as high as twenty or
thirty feet; a large blue whale to a height of forty feet.
The sperm whale has his single opening nostril located forward
on his head and blows forward to a height of two or three feet.
Tlie spout is not water but moisture from, the hi^ly heated
breath which condenses in the cool atmosphere. The aerated
blood goes into a cellular reservoir (arterial plexus) where
it is stored. ’'/Vhales do not inhale air when sleeping.
Whales have a cruising speed of six or seven knots an
hour. In sudden rushes their speed is greater. It cannot be
kept up long and is difficult to estimate. Large fin-back
whales are reported to travel at twelve miles an hour, A
whale may sink quickly, drop like a mass of lead. This is
called sounding.
The whalebone whales eat small red shrimp (Euphasla
inermls) the so-called ”brlt'’ which are about three-quarters
of an inch long. The whale cruises along the surface of the
water with open jaws and the shrimp are caught and retained
by the sieves of whalebone. The 'throat of the right whale is
eight Inches in diameter, Tl-ie sperm whale feeds on fish.
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sepia octopus (eight armed) called giant squid, and sharks.
The silver lining of the sperm whale’s mouth attracts the
squid. His throat is the size of a man’s waist.
All whales except the sperm fear their relative, the
killer whale, which tears out the whale’s tongue.
The whale’s eyes are very small giving a restricted range
of vision, probably not more than thirty degrees. Located as
these are on opposite sides of the head, they probably present
two distinct fields of vision. The ears are very small. The
external opening is hardly big enough to insert a quill. The
right whale has no external opening. The brain of the whale
is small for its size and bulk. The cavity containing the
brain is ten inches by ten inches and is in the rear of the
skull.
The question has often been asked if whales can communi-
cate, This cannot be answered satisfactorily. If one whale
is harpooned, others in the vicinity will know it and sound
even if the harpooned whale creates no disturbance. Undis-
turbed schools of whales spread over several miles will all
disappear at the sam.e instant. Another moot question is
whether v/hales sing. Many a seaman’s tale tells of the whales
singing, but scientists are incredulous because v/hales have no
vocal chords.

5vVhales are gregarious, appearing In schools often as many
as five to six hundred in a school. Sperm whales appear in
schools of females and young accompanied by a few (one to
three) stalwart males. Often schools of yoimg males travel
together. ’.IThalers report finding one or two old bulls battle-
scarred and solitary. The theory is that they have accompa-
nied and protected a school of females and young until their
position is wrested from them in battle by a younger and more
vigorous bull. Thereafter they are solitary outcasts except
for a similar outcast companion. Female whales show sympathy.
A female sperm whale shows motherly instinct and will often
rush to the aid of an injured calf and often thereby to her
own death. This feeling is not shown by the males.
Many are the curious facts and characteristics of whales.
Whales may raise their heads perpendicularly out of water and
"look” around. They "stand up like a beaver," so to speak,
and slowly revolve, scanning the horizon with their wide-set
eyes. The v/hale’s flukes are horizontal and not vertical as
are those of a fish. There is not a trace of legs in a v/hale,
not even the most rudimentary, although there are traces of
arms in the pectoral region. It is reported that the whales
of the northwest coast can relax the blubber of the back and
prevent the harpoon from entering. There is one point on
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6a whale’s head which, if touched, will result In his refusal
to proceed, no matter how fast he may have been moving. The
sperm whale if alarmed emits an oil, called the gllp or wake,
on the surface of the water. If the whale-boat enters this,
the v/hale gives chase.
Notes on species of whales (Department of Commerce)
Hue T/hale. sulphur-bottom finner
.
(Balaenoptera musculus).
Largest whale, average length 79’, maximum 100’, weight
100 ton. Color--mottled gray. Habitat--cosmopolitan.
Finback, razorback
.
(Balaenor^tera physalus). Average length
62’, maximum 81’. Length pectoral finback 12^ total
length, lanceolate. Color--dark graj^- above white leelow.
Habitat- -cosmopolitan.
Sei V/hale. Riedolphi’s rorqual
.
(Balaenoptera borealis).
Average length 42-43’, maximum 53’. Color--dark grey.
Habitat--cosmopolitan.
ITuriroback
.
(Megaptera nodosa). Average length 45’, maximum 55’.
Length pectoral finback 25^ total length. Color—black
with white markings. Habitat— cosmopolitan.
North Atlantic ri.<2:ht whale, black whale
.
(Eubaena glacialis).
Greatest length 54’. Color—black. Habitat—temperate
water both hemispheres.
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Bowhead. Greenland right whales . (Balaena mystlcetus ) . Great-
est length 65’. Color—black. Habitat--Arctlc waters
only.
California gray whale, devilfish . ( Rhachlanectes glaucns).
Average length 40’, maxim-uin 49’. Color--black or dark
slate. Habitat—North Pacific only.
S 0 erm V/hal e p c a cho Ic ’c . (Physeter macro cephalus). Greatest
length 80-84’. Head 1/3 total length. Female slenderer
and l/5, l/3, or l/4 as large as male. Color--slate gray.
Habitat--cosmopolitan. Period of gestation supposed to
be 10 months. Number of cubs rarely two, never m.ore<>
Killer Whale, orca. grampus, thresher
.
(Orca orea). Greatest
length 30’. Color--black. Habitat-~cosmopolltan. Enemy
of tijna; preys on v/hlte whale, recognized by high back
fin.
Narwhal
.
(Monodon monoceras) 10-14’. Tusk grov/s from left
side of upper jaw to length of 8-10 feet, other teeth
lost. Feeds on fish, north side of Alaska and other
Northern latitudes.
White Vl/hale . beluga, morsouin. blanc
.
( Delphinapterus leucas).
Average length 11’, greatest 15’. Color-~white. Habitat
--North Atlantic, North Pacific, and Arctic. Food: cod.

8haddock, salmon, squid, prawns, bottom fish. Furnishes
"porpoise- jaw" oil, and leather for Canadian mail bags.
Blackfish. oilot whale, casing, or .qrindhval
.
(Globicephalus
melas ) . Average length 15’, greatest 30’. Golor--black.
Habltat--North Atlantic, North and South Pacific.
Bottlenose Porcoise
.
(Tursiops truncatus). Average length 8’,
maximum 12’. Color--gray and white. Habitat--North
1
Atlantic.
Material on Whales from Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Fisheries, Volume I, No. 52, July 30, 1930.

II HISTORY OP WHALING
The first people in history known to make a regular
1
business of whaling were the Basques of northern Spain. As
these people were preceded in their v/haling by the aborigines
of Europe, so were the earliest white men in New England pre-
ceded as v/halers by the Indians,
To consider the weapons used by Indian whalers fills one
with awe at the undertaking of such a task by Indians. Stone-
headed arrov/s and stone-headed spears were used. These were
sim.ilar to the v/eapons used by the Indians to hunt game on
land. The Indian, in order to secure the whales, went afloat
on the ocean in winter in a canoe. The frame of it 'was com-
posed of sinew, the planking of bark and the cracks were calke
with fat of animals mixed with spruce gum.
The Indians hunted especially the blackflsh and the right
v/hale. ’iVlien a whale was sighted from shore the Indians would
swarm around the mammal in their numerous canoes and get in as
many thrusts as possible. Tnus
,
only the strongest whales
could withstand the onslaught. The Indians used a barbed har-
poon and a float in connection with it. a float of logs or
light wood v/as attached to the harpoon by a short line in
order to Impede the whale’s flight.
7/hen the white men first organized crev/s for whaling,
m.any a red m.an was included in the crev/,
J . T . Jemi^-lns
-
History of the 7/hale Pisherie s
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y/hales seemed to attract the attention of the first ex-
plorers and settlers along the Atlantic Coast. On the May-
flower some were skilled in fishing and v/haling. .ifter whales
had been observed near Provincetown this argument was nsed by
some of the settlers for choosing that site. However they had
no whaling equipment with them.
The early settlers needed more fats than they could pro-
duce. ^^hales cast upon the shore were cut up and used. There
seemed to be little catching of live whales. In 1635 John
Winthrop speaks of crossing Cape Cod bay to get three or four
whales which had been cast upon the shore,
Questions of property rights in these drift v/hales sprang
up. The General Courts of Plymouth and Massachusetts adopted
regulations. Many tov/ns did likewise. In 1652 Yarmouth
appointed an officer to receive the oil of the county. Sand-
wich appointed six men to supervise and regulate the cutting
and distribution. Tlie Massachusetts Bay Colony provided for
a division of the oil from drift whales, one-third to the
crov/n, one-third to the town, one-third to the finder.
There are three stages in the growth of whaling. The
first is the finding and use of drift whales as mentioned
above. The second is the pursuing of whales by means of
small boats put off from shore. This method developed early
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on Long Island and Nantucket. The latter Island provided
early in its history for watch tov/ers to be placed at intervals
on the southern shore to report whales seen off shore. These
v/hales were then pursued by small boats. Tlie third stage came
with the equipping of ships for long voyages. This stage was
reached when the need became great, there was a profitable ex-
port, and long trips had to be undertaken to furnish this de-
mand.
Southampton, Long Island, ^seems to be the first place to
have adopted searching for whales as a calling. Records of
1647 give detailed and business-like regulations. A few years
later, regular expeditions wrere undertaken from shore. Many
of the eastern tovms of Long Island took up the industry.
It is to the history of Nantucket, that one turns for
”iin interesting portrayal of the conditions in a community de-
pendent on a single Indus try--and that industry as full of ups
and downs as was the whale fishery. Nowhere else In the liter-
ature is there a more vivid account of the v;ay in v/hich a
people’s environment literally forced them to a particular in-
dustry, and how that industry shaped and modified social and
economic conditions.” •5*-
* couoted by W. S. Tower in "A History of
American Y/hale Fishery”. Page 2.
Prom ObcJ Macy--Hlstory of Nantucket. (1907)
^J. R. Spears, The story of New Fngland Whalers . Chapter II
Is devoted to Long Island.
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The very early records give very little inforir'ation about
whaling. In 1690 the inliabitants of the island sent for a man
to instruct them in v/hallng. Ichabod Paddock came from Salem
to do this.l It was he v/ho divided the south shore of the
Island into four districts; each one three and a half miles
long. In the center of each a hut was built and six men v/ere
assigned to the district. a tall spar with a crow's nest was
erected and constantly manned to sight v/hales. ?/lien a whale
or a school of vdiales was sighted, the cry was given, the crew
put out in a boat, captured a whale, brought it to shore and
there tried out the blubber in try -works erected on the shore.
The scheme was communistic, all the men sharing equally in the
profits. In some cases where Indians were used, they v/ere
paid in clothes and necessities. In the same year (1690),
while the people of Nantucket were gathered on a hill watching
the sea, one man is reported to have pointed to a school of
v/hales seen off shore and to have said, "There is a pasture
v/here our children's grand-children will go for bread," *
In 1712 the first sperm whale was found, 2 Records of 1726 show
that eighty-six whales were saved by tv;enty-eight boats in
This incident first found in Starbuci-
—History of the American Ihale-^isherv page 17 is
v/holly unsubstantiated.
^A. Starbuck--History of the American whale fishery
,
page 17,
^J. R. Spears--The Story of the New England Whalers
.
page 48.
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this ”off-shore" whalin.n:.
In 1698 the sloop 'i'dVY . twenty-five tons, built in
Boston in 1694, v/as sold to the Nantucket men. This was the
first boat larger than a rowboat to be used in whaling from
Nantucket. By 1712, the island owned five sloops, weight
fifteen to forty tons. These engaged in voyages of five to
seven weeks duration. By 1714 there were nine sloops engaged
in 7/haling, six of them in the deep-v/ater fishery. Six hundred
barrels of oil and eleven thousand ooimds of bone sold for
1
eleven hundred t in 1715. In 1720 the first oil v/as sent
directly from Nantucket to London to get a better price than
in American ports. The year 1730 saw twenty-five whalers
bring in products valued at i3200 and also the first boat of
2
118 tons engaged in the industry. By 1732 ships had gone to
Greenland and crossed the equator to Brazil and the Falkland
Island to hunt v/hales.
The wars between France and England (1740-1762) caused
the whaling ships to be bothered by cruisers and privateers.
Of 78 v/halers clearing American ports in 1762 more than
one half were from Nantucket.
^
In 1766, 118 vessels of an
average of seventy-five tons each, cleared Nantucket and
brought home 11,969 barrels of oil valued at $129,983, In
17’^0j|_ 125 shl.ijs
,
average 9.'^ toi^s
^ broggl^t Q.H
1
J, R, Spears, The Story of the New England Whalers
.
page 316,
'^J, R, Spears, The Story of the New Enp;land Whalers
.
page 317,
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oil valued at ,|;358,200. In 1767, 50 New England v/lialers went
to far southern waters. During this period, Nantucket had as
many whaling ships as all other iunerican ports, combined.
New Bedford, situated as she is at the head of Buzzards
in
Bay, did not engageAdrift whale or off-shore fishery. In 1765
the four sloops, the Nancy . Polly . Greyhound . and Hannah . owned
by Joseph Russell, Caleb Russell, and William Tallman comorised
1
her whaling fleet. New Bedford’s growth comes at a later
period.
During this period the tov/ns of Gape Cod; Provlncetown,
Truro, Eastham, Wellfleet, Falmouth, Woods Hole, and Edgartov;n
on Martha’s Vineyard were going through steps similar to those
in Nantucket, in the whale fishery. These tov/ns were, how-
ever, less important and less dependent on whaling alone.
Of all the colonial industries the whale-fisheries v/as
almost the first to be affected by the hostility of the colo-
nies toward the mother country. The British ministry inter-
fered with whaling as a means of pimishment.2 In February 1775,
a bill v/as i^assed by parliament restricting the Commerce of
Massachusetts v/ith England and the West Indies, This bill
prohibited fishing of any kind. The merchants and traders of
London petitioned parliament, protesting against this law.
This active minority which were affected worked against the
^A, Starbuck. --Hi story of the American whale-fishery , page 43.
^A. Starbuck,
—
History of the American whale-fishery . 58-66,
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law. Burke espoused their cause. Before April 19, 1775
v/haling had been suspended.
During the war itself many whale-ships were destroyed hy
the British. Some sailed despite the dangers and many were
captured. Nantucket, especially, suffered at this time. De-
pendent as she was on v/haling, her economic life came to a
virtual standstill when her ships could no longer sail. The
exposed location of the island invited British attack. In
1781 Admiral Dlgby sailed into Nantucket harbor and ruined
1
m.any ships and much property. For a time during the Revolution
it seemed that Nantucket might be lost to the union. Many of
the population were Q,uakers and there was much sympathy for
alliance with England, At least, many so argued, England
could afford the Island protection and the United States was
unable to do that. By 1785, the fleet had been shattered, 134
ships had been destroyed or captured during the war.
The period after the Revolution saw the rebirth and
further growth of the whale-fishery. Greater fleets than ever
before were built and sailed. In 1785, the Massachusetts
legislature passed a law giving a bounty on whale oil brought
into Massachusetts by vessels owned and manned wholly by In-
2
habitants of the state. The bounty stimulated the trade in
Massachusetts and so concentrated it that it led to the market
R. Spears--The storv of the New England whalers . 85-96.
^W. S. Tower
—
History of American whale-fishery, 104-105.
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becoming over-stocked.
1
William Roche of Nantucket wished to transfer a large
portion of Nantucket's whaling business to Europe when the
Massachusetts market became over-stocked, Europe offered a
better oil market. Ee negotiated v/lth the British government
but failed to reach an agreement due to the British refusal to
pay the costs of moving the Industry, His negotiations with
the French government proved successful and accordingly he,
his fam.ily and some friends moved to Dunkirk taking their
business with them. For several years they were successful
but when trouble broke out between France and England the
profits vanished. In 1794 he returned to Nantucket and the
following year moved to New Bedford,
• At that time New Bedford
begins her spectacular rise in the industry.
The revival after the Revolution v/as accompanied by an
increasing v/orld consumption of sperm and right whale oil.
Fleets had to go further in search of oil. Ships had to be
larger. Brigs, barks, and full-rigged ships were used. More
men had to be employed, and more distant places were dravm on
for the increased labor demand.
The war of 1812 put the whaling business in jeopardy,
Fqvj people believed that the war would really come, so shiiDS
had not been hindered from sailing. Neither were they recalled
^J. R, Spears--The story of the New England whalers . 102-109.

- 17 -
when the war broke out. As a result many ships were captured
or destroyed. The year 1815 saw Nantucket again In desperate
straits. However j her recovery was quick. In 1812 Nantucket
had a fleet of 46 whalers; in 1815 23 whalers; in 1820, 72
1
whalers
•
Between the War of 1812 and the Civil War, whaling reaches
its height. The increasing slaughter of all countries sends
ships to seek new cruising grounds. After 1819 the Pacific
becomes the m.ost valuable whale-fishing region. Especially
is the sperm whale hunted. The grov/th of the industry may be
gathered from the accompanying table of sailings from the
principal ports. The growth of New Bedford whaling and the
decline of Nantucket whaling should be noted.
Number of Ships Sailing from Ports in Year Mentioned
to Engage in Whale Fishing
Place 1815 1820 1830 1840 1850 1860
New Bedford, etc. 12 43 80 97 115 96
Nantucket, etc. 50 47 23 25 15 8
Cape Cod __ 8 5 23 27 18
New London — 3 15 23 19 Q
Long Island
Other Conn, and
3 8 10 22 9 2
Mass. Ports -- 5 2 20 13 11
New York Ports 2 8 3 1 -- --
Rhode- Island 1 2 10 24 4 1
6 3 124 148 235 202 145
Nantucket figures include Edgartovm.
New Bedford figures include Fairhaven,
(From F. PJi;art--New Enp.;land Wiiale Fisheries .)
’"hge"“m
^W. S. Tower
—
History of American whale-fishery
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V/lien the most valuable cruising grounds changed from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, voyages became longer and ships of
necessity had to be larger. The double trip around the Horn,
the numerous supplies necessary, the large catches to make the
venture pay, the three -year or more voyage, all caused this in-
crease in size. A sand bar across Nantucket’s harbor entrance
permitted. ships to enter which drew no more than 8 to 10 feet
of water. The larger v/hale ships drev/ 15 or 16 feet. To keep
their industry and m.eet these newer requirem.ents
,
Nantucket
men devised a novel invention* a type of floating drydock
called "Barkers' Camel" v/as constructed, * T\.o separate
flat-bottom hulls each 135 feet long, 19 feet deep and of 29
foot beam v/ere constructed. Each was loropelled by a four
horsepower engine. The same engine was used for working wind-
lasses and the powerful steam pumps. The inner side of the
hulls v/ere curved to fit the form of a ship. The two were
held together by heavy chains on which the keel of the ship
rested. 7/hen empty "The Camel" drew three feet of v/ater.
Within the hull, there were two levels, a lov/er hold and a
"betv/een decks". In the lower hold v/ere several chambers with
Individual water gates. V/hen these were opened, the v/ater
* An interesting model of this may be seen
in the 7/haling Museum at Nantucketv-information
following taken from ’^Vhaling Museum at Nantucket.
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rushed In, the hulls sank and the chains were helov; the level
of the ship’s keel. The ship was floated in, made fast, the
water gates were closed, and the pumps started to pump the
v/ater out until the ship was raised to draw only seven feet
of water. Then steamboats towed it over the bar. The first
ship to be so conducted was the Constitution in 1842 on her
outbound voyage. In the next three years 76 ships were taken
over the bar by this method. "The Camel" was used until 1854
and then broken up. In this way did Nantucket hold on to a
little of her declining industry for a few years more.
New Bedford with her better harbor, her larger population,
her more fertile and more populous hinterland to draw on for
men and supplies surpassed Nantucket in the 1820’ s and assumed
the leadership in the industry, v/hlch she held until the pass-
ing of the industry.
Much has been written about whale-ships engaging in slave
smuggling in the period before the Civil War.l Some did go in-
to the slave trade. Five whale-ships of a total fleet of 2000
are known to have been so engaged. More probably did go into
the trade unknown to us. A whaler was v^ell fitted for slaving.
They cruised the same region whether on whaling or slaving.
This was an advantage at a time when England v/as suppressing
the trade. The large pots of the try-v/orks could be used to
^J. R. Spears
—
The story of the New England whalers . 355-364.
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cook food for the slaves. V/ater could be carried in the
barrels in the hold. And the gains from such an enterrjrise,
when successfully completed, virere great,
Tne Civil War caught the whaling industry wholly unpre-
pared for a war. Llany ships were out on long voyages. Those
in the Pacific were thou^t to be quite safe, Tliere were many
encounters between privateers especially equipped to prey on
the northern ships. Some v/halers escaped harm by flying the
Hawaiian flag,
Tlie Shenandoah , a steamer, under Lieutenant James Iredell
Waddell, was sent out to prey on the whalers. Lieutenant John
I.I, Brooke of the Confederate Navy had been with the U. S. ilavy
in the North Pacific and knev/ the v;halers. At Ascension Island
three ships were destroyed. Leaving that island on April 13,
1865, between May 27 and the end of June, she captured tv/enty-
four whalers. On Jime 22, five v;halers v/ere destroyed. The
captain was told that the war was over, but since this could
not be proved, the Shenandoah did not turn back. On June 23rd,
one whaler was destroyed; on the 25th, one; on the 26th, six.
The trader, Susan Abigail
.
left San Francisco on April 19th
carrying newspapers telling of Lee’s surrender. Since the
papers carried no formal proclamation, the Susan Abigail was
burned. On June 28th eleven ships were captured. Tv/o v/ere
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released to carry home the crev/s of all eleven. On August 2nd,
from the English Bark, Barracouta . the captain heard of the
overthrow of the Confederacy. Tlie Shenandoah then surrendered
to the British and ?/as later turned over to the United States,
having captured about forty whalers and destroyed most of them.
The Alabama, built and outfitted in England, is famous
for her havoc to American shipx^ing during the v/ar. She did
great destruction to v/halers also*, An account, that of
Starbuck,* says the .'i.labai'Ai . capituning the Ocean Aovei- of
I.Iattapolsett
,
set her on fire at nightfall in order to lure
other whale-ships to her - assistance. Eight v/halers, four from
Nev; Bedford and four from the Gape and Connecticut, fell into
the trap and were captured. S emme s tells of the capture of
each boat separately. Each crew was permitted to leave in its
own boat. Tills act has often been quoted against the
rather than in her favor. In Semme’s account no boat was
burned at night but one was bujcned in the late afternoon. Wo
other whaler came to her assistance,
^ From Starbuck, A, --""istorv of tb^
Fl3h.e_ry from its earil.st lircoption to LGTC.
,
quoted in Spears, J, R.-- The Story of the Wew
land llxal':. Page 373.
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A great blow to whaling was given by the United States
government although it v/as not recognized as such at the time.
The federal government bought forty-five vessels. T'^venty-four
of these were old whalers. From ^3150 to )6500 was paid for
each. The gear v/as sold and the ship was fitted for convenient
scuttling. Captain Rodney French was elected commander while
seventeen of the tv/enty-four lay in lower New Bedford harbor
awaiting orders to sail. December 19-20, this fleet appeared
in the channel of Charleston harbor. They were stripped of
sails and rigging, and their masts were cut away. The plugs
were pulled and they sank, blocking the entrance to the harbor
as the skeleton crews left in their small boats to be picked
up by federal warships outside the harbor. This "Stone Fleet",
as it v/as called, was the most famous of the means the federal
government used to make the blockade of southern ports more
effective. The name was due to the stone and sand ,that was
used as ballast. Many ov/ners found it profitable to dispose
of v/halers to the federal government at a good price instead
of continuing to operate them, and many never replaced the
1
vessels so sold,
Tne whaling industry never recovered from the blow given
it by the Civil '.Var. Tlie causes for the decline are several.
Injury to the whaling fleet at the hands of the Confederates
Haw G - -Tnalin:
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contributed, although. Great Britain did pay for some of the
damage in the so-called "alabama Claims.” The ships bought by
the federal government and sunk were well paid for and never
replaced. The substitution of petroleum as an illumlnant and
a lubricant ruined the whale oil market. The development of
the cotton seed oil industry further injured the market. It
was the whalebone, (or m^ore correctly baleen,) that kept the
industry alive after the Civil War. Capital was diverted
ashore steadily after the war. In 1860 the whaling fleet com-
prised 508 vessels; in 1865,226 vessels; and in 1866, 199
1
vessels
,
Spears^ advances the theory that the decline of the indus-
try was due to the failure of the supply of Americans for the
forecastles, hence for the cabins, and hence for the counting
rooms. Americans of this period went west, raised cattle or
searched for gold. The same ?;as true with the merchant marine
after the Civil War. One must have sailors before one has a
merchant marine. One must have whalemen if one would have a
v/hale fleet.
In 1871, forty-one whalers were fishing in the Arctic.
The whales came later than other years and while the catches
were running at their best, the weather turned cold. Several
* Spears, s .i, ---
.
page 337,
H. S)jear3--The Story of the Nev.' England whalers . 335.
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ships left. The rest optimistically remained. The winter did
set in sooner than usual and thirty-four vessels v/ere frozen
in the ice. At first there v/as hope of a thaw and the possi-
bility of getting out. But on September 14th, all hope being
gone, the ships were abandoned, 1219 people, men, women and
children, put out from the whalers in their small boats.
Sixty hours later after a treacherous trip of eighty miles
under conditions of acute suffering from the premature Arctic
winter, all the people succeeded in reaching the seven whalers
which v/ere in open water and had stood by to pick up the sur-
vivors. Conditions were extremely crowded, but all were taken
to places of safety on the west coast. This disaster was
1
another blow to the Industry, The capital thus destro^^ed was
never replaced. In 1876, twelve ships were caught in the ice
and lost.
Tlie growing use of petroleum and the poorer yield per
cargo discouraged any further development of the iTorth Pacific.
The largest yield, 373,000 barrels for one season, is recorded
in 1852, Three years prior to the Civil ’Var there were about
170 ships in the North Pacific, 100,000 barrels was the aver-
age catch for those years. In 1876, eight ships brought in
5,250 barrels from the same region. The whaling days were in-
deed over, V/halebone kept the Industry alive for a time but
^W. J. Williams
—
The destruction of the whaling fleet
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the large yields, the large profits, and the great fleets v/ere
gone.
The first steam v/haler v/as hnilt by Captain '.7illiam Lewis
1
of ilew Bedford in 1379. It was called the Mar , " ;'!el ~n.
Some of these appeared in the industry in its decline.
San Francisco comes to the fore as a whaling port in tie
later period, taking the leadership from ilew Bedford. The
first whaler to be owned and equipped in San Francisco v/as the
Pa;c unnett in 1350. For the next thirty years no more than
eight whalers are recorded from the home port of San Francisco
in any one year. Tliese were engaged principally in coastal
v/hallng. After the destruction of the whaling fleet, steam
whalers began to come into use. This made San Francisco.
Ovmers v/ould not start a steam whaler on the Atlantic Coast
and send her half v/ay around the world to reach the whaling
grounds when it could be equipped at San Francisco and return
its cargo there. In 1383 works for the manufacture and sale
of whale and sperm oil were erected there. In the same year
the whaling fleet numbered 125 v/hale- ships. Nineteen of these
2
came from San Francisco,
Sperm and southern right whaling were given up about 1880
because of increased v/orklng expenses, small catches and fall
in the price of oil, Greenland whaling was practically given
^M. B. Maury-
-
V/haler3 and whaling
,
page 61,
^ J. R. Spears
—
The story of the New England whalers . 416.
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1
up In 1912 on account of the v/arlnecs and scenclty of the Green-
land Right 7/hale and the fall in price of oil and whalehonc.
In 1908, of the forty American whalers, eighteen were from
San Francisco. Of these, twelve were steamers and six ships of
sail.
Tae Charles ’V. Ivloryan* Illustrates well this trend to San
Francisco, Built in New Bedford in 1841, she was owned and
sailed from that port for a number of years. Her first dozen
voyages she returned home v/ith the catch. After that the voy-
ages were made from San Francisco for twenty years. For a
while she was owned in San Francisco also. Later she returned
to New Bedford and v/as practically abandoned there at the time
of her purchase and restoration. In 1854, 113 v/halers sailed
from Nev/ Bedford, In 1904, five sailed, American v/hallng to-
day is not dead because it is extinct, but because it can never
recover.
Modern whaling is in the hands of the Norwegians, It is
pursued from barren British i)ossesslons , The British regard
it as a speculation; the Norwegians, as an industry. In 1836,
Captain Svend Foyn of Tonsberg, Norway, Invented a plan for
* The Charles :':r an Is the v/haler bousht
by the late Col. E, K. Green and enshrined at
Round Hill, Dartmouth, Mass. Equipm_ent, et s.,
restored. Open to public,
^W, G, B. Murdock- -Modern whaling: and bear hunting .312,
i
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capturing firmer whales. They were numerous hut were not
hunted due to the fact that they were too strong and too heavy
to kill from the old-style row-hoat. His process was to mount
a small cannon on the how of a small steamer, and with the
cannon to fire a heavy harpoon, one and a half to two hundred-
v/eights, attached to a four and a half hawser. This steamer
and line were sufficiently buoyant and strong to play the whale
and to haul its hody up from the depths when it sank dead,
Greenland right whales and sperm whales hoth floated when they
died. Fortunes were made from finner whale hunting off the
Norwegian coast.
Today’s whaler is a veritable floating factory. Large
steam.ers of up to seven thousand tons burden are used. Three
or four small steamers set out from the floating ship usually
anchored in a sheltered bay, Tiiey harpoon whales within a
radius of 80 or 90 miles. Sometimes these steamers operate
from a shore factory. Often the dead whale is Inflated with
air to keep it afloat and to make towing to the base easier.
At the steamer the whale is attached to a v/lndlass and drawn
up a chute on board where all the cutting is done. All parts
of the whale are utilized. Tlie carcass is used for fertilizer.
Thus has the chase, the harpooning, the stove boat, the cutting
in, the frying out, v/ith their attendant risks, all given way
-W, G. B, Murdock-
-
Modern whalin.'?: and bear hunting, page 312,
Material follov/ing about modern v/haling drawn from the same somx; 5,
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to a scientiflo slaughter house. Thus has Kev/ England given
v/ay to Norviray.
> •

Ill METHODS AND EQUIPMENT
Tlie v/iiale-slilp-?*- was a boat adapted for its trade and
differed from other boats according to the demands put upon it.
The largest v;ere 125 feet long. They were of greater v/idth
than ordinary sailing ships. The bov/s often carried old
figure heads.** The sterns were cut square. Tlie sides and
bottoms were sheathed with copper. Broad, strong and stalwart,
a vdiale-ship did not present as attractive a picture as other
sailing ships of the time. One observer stated that he be-
lieved that whale-ships v;ere made by the yard and cut off at
intervals.*** Speed v/as not an object. Large carrying space
in the hold for water and supplies on the outward voyage, and
for barrels of oil and for bone on the return voyage was nece-
ssary. Tlie bulky appearance of the whaler was added to by the
whale-boats hung on davits on the outside of the ship. Usually
there were three on the left and one or two on the right, with
space for ”cuttlng-ln” left amid-ship.
* The term"whale-shlp” means the large
boat. The "whale-boat", the small, rowed
or sloop rigged boat used for the actual
whale chase.
** Many of these are in the Old Dartmouth
Historical Society’s Museum in New Bedford.
*** Old saying not attributed to any author.
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If desired, the measurements of the Charles ’.7« Iior;,an may
1
be taken as a typical v;hale-shlp. It was built of live oak
and copper fastened. Originally it was 351 tons gross, lauer
314 tons gross and 298 tons net. It measured; length, 105
feet 6 Inches, beam, 2V feet 7 inches, depth, 17 feet 6 inches.
It was first rigged as a ship. Later in 1867, its rigging was
changed to that of a bark. Its crev/ numbered 35 to 33 men.
Built for the v/hale-fishery , it was never used for anything
else.
The crev/s consisted of about thirty men, Tlie captain was
a man of exi>erience and ability. He needed a loiov/ledge of
whaling, miedicine, business and had to be an expert discipli-
narian, Tlie mates were three or four in number. Their ex-
perience was similar to that of the captain as in an emergency
each must be able to take charge. Since a mate must command
a whale boat and lance or kill the whale, he needed courage
and skill in this. Tlie next in rank were the boat-steerers.
They were the harpooners, although to call one by that name
rather than a boat-steerer marks one as the m.ost uninitiated
of ”land-lubbers Tlie boat-steerers ranked above the sailors
and ate at second mess after the cai^tain and the mates. Their
'lay” was considerably more than that of the sailers. good
boat-steerer must be fearless, be an accurate judge of distance
^G. W. Hirshson--The whale-shin Charles IV. Morgan,
r
and aim, and must be strong, oalm and level-headed. Others
were the steward, the cook, and the cooper. Tlie cooper was,
as his name Implies, in charge of the cooperage but also he had
other jobs or any other job to do. He might pull an oar in the
whale-boat or he might tend ship with the cook, when the whale-
boats' were out. He was the ship’s carpenter. The sailors
were of three grades : --seamen, ordinary seamen and greenhands.
The crews' quarters were in the bow of the boat reached
by the forward hatchway. Because of the great space needed for
carrying^ the crews, quarters were as cramped and small as possn.-
ble. They were dark and smelly without ventilation or light
except an occasional candle. These were the living quarters
of 25 to 30 m.en for three years or more at a time. The offic-
ers’ quarters were aft.
Tlie usual method of paying the crew and officers was by
means of the "lay". The lay was a percentage of the oil and
bone taken. The captain might get one barrel in every four-
teen taken, the first mate, one in every twenty-four, the
second mate, one in every thirty, and so on down to the last
greenhand who might get one barrel in 175 or one in 250. Tne
oil was never given to a man, merely the money represented by
his lay. The lay never amounted to much. Often it was very
small for it was to the advantage of the captain or shipowner
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to keep the orews ’ participation as small as possible. Tlie
captain usnally managed to have a man charged as much as his
lay. Els outfit provided by a special outfitter, paid for by
the ov/ners, and charged against his lay. Eeedless to say, the
owner paid little and charged much. The outfit was purposely
poor and likely to wear out quickly. On the voyage all supplies
came from the captain’s "slop-chest”. A lost hat would be re-
placed at three or four times its original cost. Also the men
were sent out unprepared for cold weather, necessitating the-
purchase of v/arm clothes from the captain’s supply. Tobacco,
whiskey, knives, paper, etc., all came from the same source.
It v/as not uncommon to have a seaman return from a three
years’ voyage to find that he wa.s in debt to the owners. He
would then sign for the next voyage, get an ad.vance for board
until then, and quickly waste it all in useless extravagances
and dissipation. Even if he had money, it vanished quickly in
the glamour of the town and the first freedom in three years.
Tills made it certain that the seaman v/ould ship again.
’.Tlialing bred a hardy race of mien. There v/as constant
danger of capture by enemy ships in the early days. In 1755-
1756 Nantucket lost six ships which were captured by the French
1
In 1771 Dartmouth had three ships taken by the Spanish. More
than one whaler fell into the hands of pirates. The men were
^C. B. Hawes
—
^l/hallng
.
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stirred by adventure. They were strong, alert, and ready for
sea or war. Many a whaler did not fall prey to privateers be
cause of the daring, quick action and strategy of the captain
and the men.
Hope of big iDrofits spurred the men on to v/ork.
The commanders v/ere men of daring and hi^ intelligence.
Especially v^as this shown when the ships began to go on the
long voyages. By the keen perception and accurate reports of
whaling captains much knowledge of ocean currents became
knovm. Many islands of the pacific were first discovered by
whaling ships. In the far Horth also they contributed much
to exploration and discovery. An inspection of the records
of about 1820 shows that the vessels were commanded almost
without exception by men of American colonial names who
descended from the earliest settlers. Year by year, the
crev/3 were more and more made UiJ of dark-skinned V/estern
Islanders who later became mates and masters. In the latter
days of whaling it was carried on almost entirely by them.*
Tlie outfitting for a whaling voyage was very arduous.
There were some 500 or more sep'^rate types of articles which
See Spears’ decline of the Industry
SU.3 -
.
page 23.
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must be aboard for the often-times tliree-/ear trlp.'J^-, Once tlie
cluttered ship is su^jpUed and the crew sl2ned_, the date of
sailing Is set. To get the crew aboard often v;as difficult,
requiring tactics similar to kidnapping. V/lien the crev/ v/as
corralled, the ship dropped down the harbor accompanied b;; the
owners, friends, and well-wishers who, with numerous good
wishes, left the ship outside the harbor. Left alone, the
ship started her trip.
Tlie captain, to impress disciplinary rules, usually ad-
dressed the crew, the watches were chosen, and the goods were
stowed away.
The whale-boats were next equipped. The v/hale-boats v/ere
clinker-built and "double-ender
” ,
approximately 30 feet long
1
and 6 feet beam. Each vvas sloop-rigged with a collapsible
I
mast, and supplied with both rudder and steering oar, the
latter being 23 feet in length. The rudder was used v;hen under
sail, the steering oar v/hen rowing. The first oar pulled by
the boat-steerer was 14 feet long; the bow oar, 16 feet long;
the midship oar, 18 feet long; the tub oar, 16 feet long; and
finally the after-oar, 14 feet long, Tne boat-steerer ’ s mid-
ship oar and after oar were dipped off the starboard side; the
^ See more detailed description of the
outfitting on page 61 -j-nd following pag''",
^Tc see the outfitted whale-boats at either the llantucket or the
Nev/ Bedford whaling museums does more than any amount of reading.
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bow and tub oars, off the port side. In tlie bow was a cleat
with a rounded leg brace for the harpocner. On the starboad
side two harpoons were set in racks ready for use. Also a
hatchet and a Imife for cutting the v/hale-line if it became
entangled. Two tubs of m*anlla rope, two and one half Inches
round, v/ere carried in the whale-boat. Tlie waist tub con-
tained more than the stern tub which was used as an auxiliary.
Together the tv/o contained 300 fathom of line. Often a whale
took out all this, and another boat would stand by with its
line. Lances; waif flag to jplant in a dead whale; keg of
drinking water; bucket for bailing the boat and wetting the
line; and lantern keg containing matches, bread, tobacco,, etc.,
were included in the equipment. At the stern was a lagger-
head around v;hlch the line v/as thrown in order to snub it.
Tiius it may be seen that the line went from the waist to the
stern, aroujnd the 1agger -head, and hence through the center of
the boat and over the bow in a groove so prexDared for it.
Each whale-boat was put in order by its crev; under the -
direction of its harpooner. Tne crew, as has already been
disclosed, consisted of four oarsmen, a boat-steerer (or har-
pooner) under the command of one of the mates. On the ouWard
trixj the boat-steerer pulls the forward oar, at the command
of the mate, he stands, gets fast into the whale first one
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harpoon, then a second, if possible. This finished, the nate,
who until now has been steering from the stern, changes places
?/ith the boat-s teerer
,
who now becomes, as his name implies,
the "boat-steerer . " The mate at the bow takes a lance and
gives the death thrust to the whale. Tie captain may direct
a whale-boat* but usually he ’'keeps" ship with the cooper,
cook, cabin boy, and mast-head watch, and directs operations
by means of prearranged signals with flags from the mast-head.
With boats in readiness, the ship enters the cruising
1 , .
grounds. The mast-head lookout is set. In the crowds nest
one or tv/o men are placed to survey the sea for whales. In
the early whale-ships the crov/’s nest consistedL of a mere
crosspiece, but later a platform was built to prevent the fre-
quent accidents which resulted when the lookout either fell
asleep or became wearied by the motion of the boat, which v/as
exaggerated at that dizzy hei^it. To the platform was added a
.hoop which came imder the arms of the man on duty. In Arctic
whaling the lookout v/as protected from the weather by an. in-
closed hoop and platform.
* It will be recalled that in Hermann
Helville’s book (fiction) Hoby Dick,
the captain had command of a boat,
IC. Vh Ashlev- -Blubber Hunters has the most interesting account
of the chase. An artist of distinction, LIr. Ashley’s drawings
and paintings, many of which are owned by the Hew Bedford Free
Public Library, make incidents of whaling vivid. See his
?rnaleshlps of Hew Bedford and The Yankee ’Ulialers, For other
interesting oicturos see Grant , Gordon- -Greasv Luch and Dow.
o.T anVt •i > owiril— > T t y> _
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Tiie cry, '’Bl-o-ov/I "
,
or,. "Tliere she Blo-o-owl” set the
ship into a frenzy of action. The crew rushed to their boatvS
to av/alt the order, "Lower away I" 7/hen the position of the
whales was ascertained, the order was given and the chase was
on. Usually a prize was given by the captain to the first rian
"to ralse"-:2- whales, and also for the first boat "to get fast".
If possible sails are used on the outward voyage; if not, the
oars. Often four to six hours are consujiied in bearing down on
the v/hale or the school. During that time the v/hale has
"sounded" several times and the four or five scattered v/hale-
boats are informed of each new appearance by signals from the
ship. Sometimes the boats lower only to lose the v/hale after
many hours of work. Once the boat is within striking distance
the hazards beco/ne great. , The flukes**^- may shatter the boat,
sperm whales have been known to rush or attack a boat; or the
y/hale miay simply get away. Suddenly comes the order from the
mate to the boat-steerer
,
"Stand by your iron," He leaps up
ready for the next order, "Give it to him," when he hurls first
one, then the second iron into the whale. Imuiediately comes
* Meaning "to slglit".
** Meaning to get its "irons" (harpoons)
into a whale.
Tall.
10 .'J n.-i •.'* ij a d’o. . r Pi r ik •,-.
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the aforementioned change of positions between the mate and
the boat-s teerer . Perhaps the whale has ”so-unded” or dropped
Hire lead to the bottom., hence drawing the line out at a
terrifying rate--so fast that if the waist oarsm.an did not
continually wet it, it would smoke. This brings the fear that
the whale may rise again immediately under the boat. Perhaps
the whale churns the sea white with its huge flukes and
splinters the whale-boat. -Perhaps the whale rushes off at an
alarming rate carrying the whale-boat after it. Tills consti-
tutes a "Nantucket Slelgli-ride". Tlie line rushes out, the m.eii
sit on the bottom doing whatever the situation seems to demand,
balancing the boat, bailing out the v/ater shipped by the tre-
mendous sjpeed. Tlie boat-s teerer stands by the stern, now throw-
ing a turn of line around the lagger-head, now letting it off.
ll/hatever the tactics of the v;hale, the time comes when it
tires, the line is painfully and laboriously drawn in and the
boat gets near enough for the death thrust. The whale may
again try sounding, rushing, or charging, and the work must be
I
done again. Wlien the death thrust is finally given by the mate
6 feet of steel are ground into the vital organs of the v/hale.
With a great spouting of blood, a wild swimming in circles or
a. final virlld churning, the whale weakens and turns "fin up,"
just av/ash. If the catch is one of a school, the boat may
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plant its flap, on.t it adrift and turn to others. If not, then
begins the long pull back to the ship, Tiie nearby boats coir.e
and join the line towing the whale. It was not uncoimnon for a
whale-boat to be carried so far off that it would be lost for
the nlglit and not picked up until the following day,
Tj.ie whale is always attached to the ship and ''cut-in" on
the starboard side, where the absence of davits and whale-boats
amid-shlxo leaves room for the erection of the cutting stage.
This is lowered from the ship’s side and extends out some 15
feet over the dead whale. On this the mates stand, balancing
themselves against the hand-rail and armed with long-handled,
specially sharpened cutting • knives
,
cut the blubber free from
the carcass.
A ship v/ill always "cut-in" to windward so that the wind
Y/lll balance the weight of the v/hale. If the sea is too rough,
this m.ay not be possible.
On the whale the blubber is the 12 to 18 inch thlc]",
fatty, covering just under the fllmllke coat called the black-
skin. Of a fatty nature, very close textured and extremely
^ Captain lierce, an old whaleman "explaining
things" to the visitors at the Old Dartmouth
’dialing Museum at hew Bedford describes the
blackskln as similar to the fur-like silk on a
silk hat and says that it can be scra'i.od off
with a thumbnail.
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tougli, the hlTj-hber separates very readily f-’orn the flesh he-
neatt;
.
T'e cutting-tackle consisted of a cluster of gigantic
blocks fastened to the main mast. From this hung two falls,
both well secured forward so that they svmng directly over
the main-hatch or the blubber-room. From the tv/o falls hung,
on some ships tv/o blubber hooks, on other ships one blubber
hook and one toggle pin which could be inserted in the blubber.
To fasten the first hook in the hole in the blubber made by
the mates, just in back of the angle of the jav;, v/as difficult.
Volunteers viere called for and one went over the side, lowered
by a rope around his waist. In constant from the rolling
of the sea, of being ground between the carcass and the chip,
drowned, or being bitten by the ever x^resent sharks which the
mates kept off as best they could with their cutting knives,
the fellov/, now hanging in mid-air, now covered by a v/ave,
fastened the heavy hook into the blubber.
Tne windlass now creaked and the large blanket-piece*
rode high in the air. When a certain length v/as in suspension,
another hole was made, the second hook or toggle pin inserted
and the first piece cut through. Tlie second piece now rode
high as the mates cut, the whale carcass rolled around and the
* name given the strip of blubber.
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blubber peeled off. The blanket-pieces were stored in the
blubber-room where one watch continuously cut them into "horse
pieces" or similar pieces, and later cut them into "blble-
leaves"-?^ in preparation for later "trying-out". Tlie "horse-
pieces" were large lumps of blubber. The "bible-leaves " were
like slices in a large loaf of bread that had not been quite
* 3ible-l eaves was the name given me by
Captain Gardiner in the ';i/hallng TTuseum in
Nantucket for these. I found them in no
book, but on his authority of many years of
actual whaling experience, I have included
the name. He had a simple home-made illus-
tration of this. He had a dozen or more
blocks of wood, 12 by 12 by 1, Tliese were
tacked on one side to a heavy piece of
black rubber. The edges of each block were
covered with the same black rubber. Tlie
pieces of wood could be pushed together to
form, one continuous piece or they would
fall apart into sp many pieces joined only
on one side.
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throu^li the lov/er crust and hence were attached on one side as
pages are attached In a bool:, hence the name. They resembled
bacon sliced but still attached to the rind. This cutting
done virith a two-handled mlncing-Imif e facilitated the trying
out of the mass,
Tnen the cutting of the blubber from the carcass had ad-
vanced to a point half-way bet'.veen the himip and the small,
work was suspended while the whale was disemboweled and a
search made for ambergris,* In the case of sperm v/hales the
most valuable oil comes from, case. If the whale was small
enou^i, the whole head was taken on deck. If too large and
heavy for this, only the lower jaw, called the junk, was taken
on deck. Tl'ls was of no value except for the teeth and bone
used by the men in making trinkets and scrimshaw.** The case
* See discussion of ambergris in next
chapter. Pag s 73 - 76
** "Throughout the Pacific, and also in han-
tucket, and New Bedford, and Sag Harbor, you
will come across lively sketches of whales
and whaling scenes engraven by the fishermen
themselves on sperm whale-teeth or ladies’
busks wrought out of the right v/hale bone,
and other like scrimshander articles, as
"
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was then hoisted to the level of the deck and securely fastened
to the side, An opening \ms cut and the rich spei^maceti was
half haled, half cut from its case. It was like a huge honey
comb trickling with its store. The spermaceti is tried out
separately from the body oil since it is more valuable.
If the vdiale is a right whale there is no spermaceti but
there is whale bone in the mouth.
The try-works are lust foiwvard of the main hatch. They
are built on a platform of bricks over a shallow reservoir of
water to prevent harm to the wooden deck. Two large pots are
encased in the brick works. ’"Jood is used to start the fires
**Contimied from preceding page: the
whalemen call the numerous little ingenious
contrivances they elaborately carve out of
the rough material in their hours of ocean
leisure. Some of them have little boxes of
dentistical-looking implements, especially
Intended for the scrimshandering business.
But in general they toil v/ith their jack-
knives alone: and with that al^’ost omni-
potent tool of the sailor they?- will turn
you out anything you please in the v/ay of
a mariner’s fancy,”
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and after that the fires can be kept going v/ith the tried-out
scraps from the pots. The trying-out continues night and day
until the job is done. The oil is bailed into a temporary
cooler then barreled. Throughout the process a heavy, black
smoke comes from the chimneys
,
darkening the rigging. The
odor is the sickening smell of burning fat, A whale-ship
trying-out seen on the horizon is reported to resemble an in-
ferno. Wien the trylng-out is finished and all the oil is in
barrels and stored belov.
,
the decks v;hich have ruji with oil
are cleaned and the process of chase, catch, cutting-in and
trying-out is repeated until the ship is full or has used up
its provisions. Even then ships on a Pacific voyage often
sold some of their oil in Pacific ports and put out again or
reprovisioned in island or Pacific ports for an extended voy-
age.
Wialing had hazards. True hap^.'enlngs on board whalers-
rank with the greatest of adventure stories, ilany a captain
spent a life time in the Industry without mishap to hirself
or his crew. Perhaps he sailed a ”lucl-::^^ ship”,'’'*- Many another
3* Old whalemen believe definitely that some
ships are luclcy, others not. ”Hov; else can
be explained the good fortune of some, the
bad fortune of others, when all the other
factors are epual?” they ask.
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captain had trouble, serious injury, mutiny, or loss of his
ship. Captain Benjamin 7/orth is an example of the former.
uoinc; to sea in 1703 and continuing for forty -one years, he
had excellent luck. Ke was shlxjinaster for twenty-nine years
and during that time no member of his crew was killed or even
had a limb broken by a whale, ^in example of the latter is
Capto.in George pollard Jr., of Nantucket, who commanded the
Kssex whose story will be told later. His next command was
the Two Brothers which was wrecked on a coral reef in the
Pacific, ii.ll hands were saved but after these two disasters,
C ptaln pollard gave up the sea.
Some of these adventures that occurred are now given.
2
Tl.e Awasho ka of New Bedford sailed in 1364. Hie third
mate’s boat encountered a fighting whale.* It smashed the
whale-boat and broke the mate’s leg. T].ie Ann jj" •-f
3
Nev/ Bedford sailed in 1850 never to return. fighting whale
not only attacked the whale-boats but also attacked the ship
* Fighting whale’s are always reported to be
solitary bull sperm whales. Sperm whales are
the only ones with teeth, hence the only
whales capable of biting, etc.
^J. R. S'oears--The story of the New England v/halers . 286*
~J. R. Spear3--The story of the New England whalers .
-’C. B. Hawes-- Tu.l in 306-307.
258
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with a terplxlc head-on rush and sank It. The Toward Lee of
1
Provlncetcv/n sailed in 1G31, Captain Sparks lo'.vered after a
school of whales and killed one. His boat became separated
from the ship and was lost for six days before being picked np.
For a whale-boat to be lost all night v/as not unco'nriion. Fyery
lowering might mean deaths a ‘Istove boat”-''-, loss, or. injury.
In another case a boat lowered for whales had the misfortune
to have a sperm whale bite off tli.e bow of a v/h8.1e-boat taking
v/ith it the Boat-steerer Vera whose legs and hips v/ere in-
closed in the whale’s mouth at the tir.^e was last seen
2
,
vanishing beneath the waves. In 1832 the 3a relay haroocned
3
a whale. It smashed a boat, killed a'.e mate, and luade its
escape. fevir days later the Ke -tor met a v/hale vdiich
smashed tv;o boats before it was killed. when the crev/ were
”A stove boat or a dead whale”, v^as the
slogan of the v/halers. h-ie men at the oars
in the whale-boat x->ulled to that challenge
at every lowering. "Stove boat" v/as a
smashed boat. It is small v/onder that v/hallng
bred a daring, a hardy race of men when the
usual order of the chase was to at’c-ack and
f
to kill a 80 foot animal from a 30 foot boat.
^J. R. Spears- rThe story of the New England whalers
.
262
2j. R. Spears- -Tlie story of the New England whalers 287
3j. R. Spears- -Tlie s tory of the New England whalers 290
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”auttins-ln''
,
they found the "irons” of tho ol.o;. In the
v;hale.* The Sn'.erald ' had a similar experlerxce in 1057. ^.fter
flghtin3 a -vhale for nine hours, she finally lost it. Tlie
'
•
'' ^ met a whale that smashed two boats and attached the
1
ship before it v/as killed. 31 bombs were shot into the whale.
It yielded 115 barrels. In 1902 the bark Kathlene of New
§
Bedford was struck and sijnk by a whale. Accounts of the dis-
aster claim the attack by the whale was premeditated. The
Pocahartas of Holmes Hole v/as hit by a whale but v/as ab] e
to mxake Rio Janeiro. Tlie 2s se:..
,
v/hose captain has already
4
been mentioned, sailed from Nantucket in 1819. On November
twentieth in the Pacific the ship v/as struck by a sperm whale
while the boats were lowered. The whale drev/ back, made
another furious rush, and completely stove in the bov/. Tne
two v/hale-boats were recalled and a spare boat was launched.
Provisions were put into the boats. The three boats set sail
for South America carrying twenty men. Rations v/ere cut to
all "irons"’ or harpoons carried the name
of the ship, hcmeport, and date of launching
on them as well as some Individual mark for
each iron. As shix s kept records of when
irons were lost, often they could be traced.
-J. H. Spears
,
Tlie story of the New En-^land whalers
.
293.
<.T>
... «
TT Jenlvins --Bark Hathlene svmk by a whal e.
-'J. R. S .-'ears . TlxC story of the Ne’v Rn'^land whalers
,
301.
•^0.
'CHia.se- -Narrative of the shiowreck of the Rs sex.
4.
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tlie 3i.-alle3t possible amo-onts. On December o\;entietli, an
Island was sl^ited. 'IVater was obtained here and three men
determilned to remain despite the skeletons of sailors found on
the lslan<:h Later these men were rescued by a British vessel.
One boat was lost and never heard from a3aln. Of the two re-
maining boats j after hardship and carjiibalisrn, one was picked
up on February eighteenth and tal’en to Valparaiso; the other
was found on March eighteenth by another ship and taken to the
same port.
Mutiny v/as another danger of the v/haler. The shi
1
Be: lor sailed from Lev; Bedford in 1857. Five of the crew
rmtinied on Christmas night, killed all but one of the mates,
and took charge of the ship. On her approach to the coast of
Australia, the mate was brought to deck to take charge of the
navigation. Ten men put all the plunder available into two
whale-boats and left the ship. Before leaving, they wrote a
complete confession clearing all the others of any guilt.
Australian authorities captured elglit mutineers and they were
sent home for trial on the jAmic Tlirough the able defence
of Benjamin F. Butler and the clemency of President BL’.chanan
none v/ere put to death but all served time in prison. Tlie
Blob
6
left Fdgartown in 1822. Sim m.onths later six men
deserted. Six others v/ere recruited. Tiles e proved to be
B. S pears -- Tile story of the Nev/ Bnmland whalers . 341.
B. S'-' ears --Tile story of the Ilew En'~^land wkL.lers , 3^7,
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worthless and lazy. Under the influence of Goristock, a hoat-
steerer, a mutiny was planned, all the officers killed or
thrown overboard and the ship v/as taken under the cormiand of
Comstock, Tne ship anchored at the lialuraves on February 14,
1S24. Here camp v;as set up on shore and three days later
Comstock v/as killed. Hie same night six of the crew, who were
not a party to the miutlny, cut the cable and sailed to Val-
praiso where the ship was delivered to the American Consul,
short time later trouble with natives led to the death of all
but two of those left on the island. In December 1325 these
two v/ere taken away by the United States war schooner, Dolphlriji
iriJ
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17 ECONOKIGS OF THE IL^PUSTKY
Wlialing v/as significant to tte entire nation and vital to
tlie ilev; ;?nsland seaboard. Some time before the Civil ?/ar only
tlie manufacture of shoes and cottons stood before \;halln" in
importance in Llassachusetts , That its importance v;as recog-
nised at that time may be Illustrated by the statement of
Lieutenant Tllhes
,
* '’Our whalinL fleet may be said at this
very date ' to whiten the Pacific Ocean Y/ith its canvas
the ramifications of the business extend to all braches of
trade " and " -are spread through the whole Union. ”
Massachusetts v;as preeminent in whaling. In 1774, the
American whaling fleet nuinbered 360 vessels. 304 vessels were
from Massachusetts, According to the ./ha 1 emen ' s Shipp ing List
and Merchants' Transcript ' of September ,7, 1852 , *'»-there were in
port 19 ships and 4 barhs from Uev/ Bedford due to sail for
Pacific ports during September and October. Also there were
5 ships and one barh from Fairhaven-^^** planning voyages to the
From his Narrative of the United States
Exploring Expedition v/rltten in the early
forties. Quoted from lioliman, E. P.
—
The
^ Ih l-- .,n . Page 4.
Paper _^.,ublished every Tuesday by Henry
Lindsay of Nev; Bedford. Puper ^juoted is
volume X, No. 28.
Falrhaven and New Bedford use the same
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su.i.:e region and starting the sar.:e montlir , , VJlialers -QJ^ULlly lef
port in the fall to take advanta^^e of snirUi-er In the Southern
liemi sphere when rounding the liorn and in the Southern Pacific
waters working into the Northern Pacific with the following
summer. Tie same paper gives 2/5 of all ./haling vessels as
claiming Hew Bedford as home port. In the sar'e gear nearly
4/5 of all v/halers were listed from Southeastern Lias3ac''iusett3
Connecticut ports stood second with Boston, Lynn and Rliode
Island ijorts trailing,
Tlie capital Invested in whaling v/as great. Tlie .lanerican
whaling fleet numbered 203 vessels in 1320, 421 in 1834, 552
T_
in 1840, and 756 in 1846, Tlie latter year was the flood tide.
Of that number 630 v/ere ships and barks, 34 were brigs, and 22
were schooners. This fleet measured 233,262 tons.' Tlie esti-
mated investment was )21,000,COO or ^23,000 for each vessel.
The largest vessel was the ship i.tlintic of Hew London v/elgh
Ing 603 tons. The smallest, also of Hew London, was the
schooner Par].ami wel^iing 49 tons. In 1341 the following
figures were taken; ”H'umber of vessels engaged in the whale
fishery, 650; tonnage, 193,000; requiring 13 ,000 officers and
j:-**C!ontinued from preceding page : harbor
being on opposite sides of the acushnet River.
Records often give the figures of the two
under New Bedford.
^'.V. 8, Toy. er- -Hi story of American whale ^isherv, 51.
u
*
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men. To ov.tfit cuvd e>iu;-d -tl'.eso veor.ols for one it
rc'-^uired 1,300,000 barrels of iron-bc-_ed cuslrs, C'^st’n_
.Ofo non. Food and otber e ^- l^iuant uo ic ^10 , 610 ,000 . T .©
':'stiriiut 9d vo-lne of these sbix:s they sall'..d was ^20 ,120 ,0CC 'v-
T'le returns on the capital slso were preat, Bet./een 1771
and 1775 the average annual ^..reduction v/as 45,000 barrels of
sporm oil, 0,500 barre'^.s of riwht vdwale oil., aid 75,^00 poimds
of bone. In 10 35, the products of the v/halinp industry for the
first tl'::e broupht in over p6,000,O00. In that year '.;us bronylT
In 5,181,529 gallons of sperm oil to sell at p,84 a pwllon,
3,950,289 gallons of whale oil to sell at ^.39 a gallon, and
. nearly 1,000,000 ^jounds of whalebone to sell at '^o21 a pound.
In 1837, the catches were 6,385,995 gallons of ./hale oil and
5,319,138 gallons of sperm oil. In 1845 sperm oil brought
a gs.llon. The c-^tcli that ye- r vjixz 4,967,550 ^aliens. In
1855, 2,288,443 gallons sold ._t ^1.772. I:-. 1840, a record
catch of 11,593, 183 gallons of \;hale oil sold for -;;.33 a
gallon. In 1855, 5,796,472 gallons sold for ^.73 a gallon.
The record co.tcls for whalebcn.o '.,as 5, '^92, 300 pomids in 18 93.
It sold at ^.345 a pomid In conti-ast to pn'o- Civil 9/ar t.ljn
j^rice of .^.50 a pound of the previous year. The year of a-
e
highest inco-ie v/as 1854 with ^10 ,80:2,594o 20. 1857 wa.s nearly
w yaoLed in Cld Dartmouth Histcr'cwl S’’'etctcs
ho. 14. Fi’ h . '-r bv L'. ... Littlefield.
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total Incoro for tlie li'i'h;.sb-ry of ^lO, 491,51-2.90.
Tl’-e y^ » r* 12 53 to 1257, inclusive. ail the whalers a total of
,51, CC T 52, 59, or e>^ch ear 50,^ of 5]?..e estlisated Ir T— .- n ' • • iW * “1 4~ t•y w. - . J , 'C' i i 0 JL X i
4-*»-
z e t • 8:iWL ±.L o Glir L‘.'l -UZ 0 . -vh 0 an yea s awl. losses
rLn]:ed In tho f&co of rotnpiis,
xf-ion^ tlie ”luc":/ ” slilj, s v. .s the harlr Lag:of
a
.» Ir. :.n
aocount ^j.v'n h;- an e-.r..lcyee of her ov;ner'" ^ -JJ""* her rcoo:.-''
t’ n'.s : - -
Sailed Returned .hsent profits!^
,ont-s-h,s
Get. 9, 12:1 S-,.t. 15, 1213 •J 11 . G oc nnV ^ - vV^
llov. °, 1213 2 6 18 120 , 5"
•'
. T
•" •
** 15, 1846 June 13, 1219 n 9 18 f\p r-n
T-1 ~y —
~t/ 1, 1850 .uw.-il 23, 18^5 0 0
r>
i/ A/ 1
r*rt
'
-1 n
—, < 1 0 d- O'
lov. 25, 1255 0Uf
.
C 23 1 on
Culy 19, 1S5G Jure 22, 1860 3 SI 2 nn or'
Any. 2’-’, I860 ..^.r’l 12
,
1254 ' f7 353. 50
f’Aly 25, 18 C
4
25 3 12 C8 ij 10 1 OT 0. on
25, 12C8 June .', 1273 A 10 10 115.25
*?S'/>«»/%
^ h siodel of this shiy. cne-h 1 -P ^ 1.» L -a C
^
s in
the Ihaliny ITuseum in ITov; Eedford.
from Clu Do.rtr.'outh I-Ii G tori Vc‘. .a Olic-
0
No. 93 quoted in E. P. Ilohman- -f'C ' :t' * -0
aleran • Pa<^o 282.
M"»* This table shows clearly the tendency a.t that
%i-
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^
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excellent record was broken by lier
the loss v/as ^14,460.47. Her eleventh trip
tenth voyapo vdien
showed the snail
profit of 414, 44. Loss of the amoimt of ||;10 _,253, 55 resulted
from her twelfth trip.
xifter the Civil ’Yar^, these yields show considerable chanye
Xialebone becaiiie the product w'iich kept tZie industry alive as
the (growing use of pjetroleuin and cotton seed oil decreased the
demand for v/hale oil. f/lialebone which in 1841 sold for ^,20 a
pomid, in ISGO sold for ^.805, in 1865 for ^1,71, and in 1805
for p2,63, I>aring that time sperm oil varied in price also.
In 1842 it sold for p«73 a gallon, in 1860 for ^1,455, in 1866
for ^2,55, and in 1836 for j):*82, lifter the Civil ’.Yar, iPrctlc
whaling for the right or bone producing whale taZres the place
1
of tropical or soerrn v/haling.
-x-*-j{-Gontinued from preceding page: period in
the industry to'ward longer voyages. During
the thirty years given, the voyages increased
from just under two years’ duration to neo.r-
ly five. n comparison of dates wi"' 1 show
also how short a tli e tl.o ship remained in
port betv/een voyages. Capital was not al-
lov;ed to remialn idle.
H. Ssears~--The story of the New En.c:land whaler . 555.
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Feturns on voyages n^.ay be yaoted. aleo. In 184C, the total
incor.ie from whaling v^as [|;6 _,203 ,115. 43 or an average of ’|:8,420
for each ship. In 1854, the return per ship V7as ^1G,000. This
ivas in the so-called ”hey-day". In 1835, the return was/I
.|;15,550. In 1905, the time of the last whalers, the return
was ^'j;19,000,*
Some of the record catches v/ere;
Sarah of Hantucket, Gapta5.n Frederick Arthur, whaling in the
Pacific, May 26, 1827 --April 19, 1830, brought the largest
cargo of sperm oil up to that time to Hantucket 3,497
barrels, sold for .)89,000.
Jill lam Ham,ilton ' of New Bedford, Captain William Swain, re-
turned 1838, record for all sperm voyages, total 4181
barrels (4060 barrels brought home, 121 barrels sent
hom.e), sold for |';109,269.
' South Am.erica ‘ of Providence, PJiode Island, Captain R. H.
Sowle, 26 month voyage, largest catch of whale oil
ever--5,300 barrels, also 200 barrels sperm oil, 50,000
* Rhile these flgiires do not seem significant,
I raise the questions, ’’Might they not assume
importance if they v/cre corrected for cost of
living? Might thep not become important if
compared v;ltli return on investment in other in-
dustries? "
R. Spears, '^le story of the Hew England whalers
. 336.
-A."
5^
A*'#
56 /
pound'5 of 1)0110 .
'
George V/asliinriton of IJew Bedforf Curtain Ed-vLir-s, returneci
In 1351, 7,000 liurrels of vdiale oil, 75 barrels of s^jerin
oil, and 50,420 _ijOund3 of bone, tbls besides ’lucli sert
lio TO o b;;,’' fr e i ;^^li u er s , *
ioneei' of IJev; o!.ondon, Ebeneza ilor^^an, lure 4,1364--
Se-tember 18, 1865, 1391 barrels of oil, 22,350 pounds of
bone, sold for ]:151,0G0, cost of outfit ^35,300. Tiis is
the record value for anp catch. U^ote the do.tes--tb e of
1
hi^h j.'ric63 due to v/ar-time scai-^aty. )
Hatched ^vlth the great x^'odits '.vere tlie great losses,
Hany dangers assailed the whale-shlps. The 'prize and blank"
theory of business return came into pla^ . Seventy per cent of
the profits went to the entrepreneurs, the shipowners; thirty
jjer cent to the officers and men.
LIuch has been written about the evils of the lay s^ s tem.
Soize writers laud it as an excellent example of division of
profits on the part of the owners and the sailors. Capital
* After the pacific became the best whaling
grounds, vessels often put into a Pacific
j.ort, sent oil home or sold it ther'', re-
fitted and sailed. See C. V/. '-'organ ^-g® 26.
^
See ^jagos 31 and 32,
^Elgurcs of record catches from J. R. Spears--The story of the.
Hew England whalers . 324,325.
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CLii'i lubop shared the lucl:^ as It were. Other v/riters ccnde'
1
tb'G tlce in no uncertain teriris. The advance of credit for
the outfit v/ith interest, the "slop-chest accoimt •with inter-
est, the advance of v/ages with interest ate up a nan’s lay and
hept him in bondage to the owners. After the Civil War, native-
born Americans, no longer entered this industry of harsh dis-
cipline, great dangers and little return. It v/as left for tie
darh-skinned l3la.nder3 to man. Yan^’.’ee initiative went West or
sought greater profits on land. B^at in the period _rior to the
Civil War, owners and captains alike were men who had once
been sailo:;s. s
There was some marine ins'urance written for vdialers. Tlie
'TLiallng iluseum in Ilantucket has a collection of policio'’ issued
by I'icajah Coffin and Sons, covering the years 1793 to 1G06.
Tlie first policy written by a coinpsny dates from 1304, B-^rly
insurance was written by individual writers. In the early
nineteenth century there v/ere two marine insurance companies
in !Tantucket; the bantucket ilarine Insurance Comp'any and the
llantdcket Union Ilarine Insurance Co, In the Ilantucket col-
lection there are three policies written for "||:5,000, In two
cases the premiums were ^oOG; in the third, ^300, Hie policies
2
ran for 2, 3, or 4 js.vs or until the end of the voyage,
-Both ooinlons are v/ell summed uw by vi. S, Tower--IIistorv of
Tiie American whalc-f Isherv.
^liaterlal gathered by author from sources in Uantuclret,
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Tho port peoord.? of I'Iantuc':et tell otory of tlie3.r o^/Tl.
Tliey may "be revlewel from many anylc'^. comp any in 3 in a
notation of tliG vessels sailing for each year 1315 thrcnnli
1303, .Tit'G a feT/ reraarks at varioi.is points.
Note es^.ec tally:
T'G records "bepan in 1315.
First record of ships sold in 1301.
Few ships recorded after 1315.
1840 and. 1841 I’ew ships apaJ.n honpht; nev: stimulus
to the Industry due to "Tlie Camel’’.
1818 I,lore shi^s .nsro sold..
After this tir.e there are more sailinps than returns
185G n definite drop in sailinps is noticed.
1369 The v/halinp dsiys are over.
Nantucket Records
taken from Port Records of Nantucket
in Nantucket Tghaline: Lluseum
Shin s
Sailed '”'ear Remarks
31
17
27
39
31
33
9F.
1315
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
25 ships, 6 brigs, 3 nev;, 1 lost.
7 nev;, 5 brigs.
Ship ' ,:le7:and'--~- ’ returned with 2836 barrels,
sx-erm oil, largest catch, after 33 month voyage
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Shi„s
Sailed Year Remarks
29 1822
16 1323
19 1824
23 1825
20 1326 S neWj, Ship brought in 3245 barrels
sperm oil, nen record catch.
16 1827
31 1828 3 merchantmen bought. ,
9 c: 1829 3 merchantmen bought.
21 1830
22 1331 2 ships sold to I'evi Bedford
.
37 1332
21 1833
17 1834
19 1835
27 1836
13 1837
17 1838
19 1839 6 sold to Yew Bedford, Balrhaven, or lie''..' London
a boat sal-1 this year v/as the first to be
brought In over the bar by "The Camel" on its
return' trip,*
25 1340 1 nev/j 4 sold, to Yew Bedford or Fairhaven.
29 1841 9 nev;, 2 sold to Hev/ Bedford,
14 1842
16 1843
15 1844
on
l-^ w 1345
14 1846
12 184’^
17 COCOr-l 3 sold to, lTe\; Bedford, 5 sold in San Fro.nclsco
also 14 s,billed for California; 5 returned;
others lost or refitted and sent out from other
ports
.
rr»
/ 1849
14 1350 4 sailed for California.
18 "1 O ri
13 1852 5 -burned, lost or bro'cei^ up; 2 sold to IT ev/ ‘Bed-
ford, catches srrill, one returned. "Clean",**
one v/ith 90 barrels, 1 ‘./Ith 190 barrels.
* See pa^es 18 anl 19,
To return "clean” raeant to have no catch at

eo
Slilps
Sailed Year Remarks
23 1253 11 sliii-S and 12 s o’’" 'cners ,
11 1351-
'
Ike Three Brotlier-s ''returned ' Itli G^OOO kta'-rel
of c oil, lar^S’St catck ever, -ftor
of 44 montlis in tke Pacific; 30"'e return^;!
clean.
1 sailed for Californie..
T O 185 3 (Boats ^ot si.iullcr in size after h'. is dete.
13 1356
4 1857
/*»
o 1258 4 returned clean, 3 sold to "eu Bedford, feu
Yoa'"'" or San Frciic *.sco.
A 1359 3 sold to I'le'w Bedford, yew York or IT O'./ London.
G 13C0
1 18C1 1_ 3 O GO ij'S-i' G.h O l1 Oil
^
ii'ic'. lA ^ C-) HA 3 0 *fc t 0 4
A 1362
n 18 C 3 ilo. ships fitte-'.
1 . 1364
o 1865 For ..tlantic and Indian Oceans.
Total return 530 barrels s_^ erm, 400 barrels
vhal e
.
A 1856 2 sold to Talcahuanc.-*'-
1367
o 1368 2 sold to Callao^'f-^f
3 1359 1 briy, 1 shh>, 1 schooner; 2 sold to Fev; Bed-
ford;
'T'd.—Lih, , the last Fan tucket vvhal er
sold to Panama.
^-"Continued from preceding pa^e: all, i. e.
to return Avlth sails clean or not discolored
by "tryiny-out
'**• Talcaliuano in Chile, best harbor on Pacific
Coast of South L' i"* -L C cL •
-«-* Callao, princi_,..al .jort of Peru.
I10 '",.
. r r."
I 'l!
•.‘' f'»
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T’le outf 1 ouing of a whaler v/as a task requiring thorough-
ness and wcrjvtnanshig. **t all times it was an important husinecE,
Starhuck states in his Ilistoru of the '.Vhalln^ Infu.sti"? that
In 13P.1, 21-0 vessels were fitted out in Hew Bedford or neigh-
boring ports. This outfitting required 36,000 barrels of
flour, 30,000 barrels of beef, 18,000 bolts of dwick, 3,000 tons
of hooiD iron, 6,000,000 staves, and 2,000 tons of cordage.
.ilso were required large quantities of iron for har-oons,
lances, spades, blubber hoo]'s, as well as smaller supplies
such as molasses, beans, rice, tee, coffee, sugar, etc.
Tnen voyages became longer, many vdialers refitted in
Honolulu, and some enterprising merchants from TTew Bedford
moved f'er'',
'T’o follow the work involved in the refitting of a vessel
will show the amount of business on shore resulting from this
one Industry tuid wll''. show ILs economic importance not only to
its principal ports but to their surrounding country.
First, the hull of the shi; is examined to see if it is
somid. Al.l tlr^bers • and plankings are thoroughly examined,
and holes are even bored v/ithin to see if there is decay with-
in. Before the days of marine railways, a ship was heaved
down to the doc]*. This was done by running a heairy tackle .
from her main mast to a heavj^ ring bolt fastened to the wharf
^Figures given in connection with outfitting a whaler are
taken from L. A. Littlefield--Fittin.a out a whaler.

G2
and heaving her down so that one side lay entirely out of the
v;ater. The carpenters and caulhers then worked froro a float-
ing stage. Caulkers made her seams tight with oaloim. The luill
was covered up to the water line with sheet copper or a metal,
prepared especi:^lly for ti.o purpose. If the vdialer • v/as in-
tended for *-*rctic whaling her bows were reinforced v/lth oak
and an iron shoe place on her fore foot.
\7hile this was being done^ many others were also ^.reparirg
numerous articles. Sailmakers were busy in the great s: 11
lofts, overhauling the rigging and sails of the ship. kvery
rope and bit of canvas was Inspected to see if it vwulA stand
the strain of a tropic hurricane. Many coopers were busy
making the huge casks for the oil. On the outward voyage
many of these casks held stores, clothiing, bread or water.
Ilard-cack was prepared In special bakeries to which the ship-
owners took the floi.ir they bouffht. Shipwriglits were putting
harpoons, lances, spades and other v/haling gear in order, or
making new* gear to replace those lost on the previous voyage,
goatbullders had to repair or reilace the whale-boats.
lifter the caulker and shi^j carpenters were finished, the
ship was allowed to floa.t on even keel o.nd the riggers v/ere
sent aloft to fix and Inspect all rigging. Tlie masts were
scraped and oiled until they looked like new. Tlie bulwarks

_.ji’ of t’ .o V pre ^j.lr ^
,
Cabloo and ar.clior«» •;er-3 ov.erh.--.ul ; * 'Fz-ioy r of these, aj
jyz'l secure had to be carr I ed. The bi-y-' C'T*^:o .. 4re in-
snectef. and o T_^.'aired
,
If neoezc,cxi'-i ,
Tic sa^^;lic3 to be ctcvef. in t]*e ?iold ii'iclw'ie.l barrc‘'.c
,
hard br'?':.d .-.nd r.^,. oh ether food, v;ood for the
^ X' J y
^al le’^»- and the t>p'-v. orks
,
'ccdlclr G s''res r> f «3 , e
1
'
•
,.)c tocl-^, aasi' . 4- r,...
,
handcuff s, ^..07-ler T. . . n
and rivpti-*- <0
,
a grinds ton
,
tar, -e •^hn, t in’;;-,.re
,
crocke-'-'p, beats
linr.b GP uh rapaix- tgen. aint, cor s tati'~ne ''J i and :"er-
Ch.''v-1.i<’ ° for tra iing •
'*'01
•V
CJ-il*b •ties of g00^.” '.-.’'^re ana s ing. •S.'::..e of
J.n .
-sc were lie
bar .•'=1'=’ of s -d go of ^ or^-, 0
-O
_ 1 T.o’ir, rn ef ^:ac’-ed
flour. 1,100 ^allons of mo 1 C- s r
,
2 box rt p 1 nno
pounds of dric-^. 1,0.50 poijind<3 of butter and ’?'0f e-'ni'i's
of codfish. .J-1 this iv.-s in addition to a of rice,
peas, beans, corn, ^-'.cal, :tc. . Other stores Incl-'V'^.ed tea,
coffee, chocolate, spices, 300 hair.s
,
100 bushels of potatce.s,
salt, pepper, and ^jerhaps a fev/ live chickens and pips .for the
officers’ ness.
1
Tee average cost of outfitting a -whaler was ’^20,000 de-
pending on the amount of repairs required.
1l. A. Llttlefleld--Fitting out a whaler
,
page 12, gives this
figure. M. B. Maury-
-
''balers and whaling;
,
page 30, gives
J50 ,000 for a long voyage.
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Tliere are three principal products of the whale fishery.
These are the whale oil or the oil coming from the trying-out
of the fatty layer of hluhber, sperm oil coming only from the
fatty structure of the case of the sperm whale, and whalebone.
'^’/lialebone, or more correctly baleen, comes from the mouths
1
of the whalebone whales or % s tacocetl. It consists of several
himdred horny, jlastlc slabs or plates which are attached to
each side of the upper jaw. There are 260 to 360 slabs on
each side. The number as well as the length and equality varies
with the species and size of the vdiale. 'ilien the whale’s
mouth is closed, the baleen fits into deep grooves, 'Vlien the
whale’s mouth is ope’^, the baleen, springs forward so as to
fill entirel-^ the space betvveen the jav/s. Tire lower edge of
each slab has a fringe of hair v.liich resembles tho hair of a
horse’s -.'lane or tail. The bowlie'al v/hales of the arctic Seas
give the choicest baleen, single very long slab may be 15
feet in length and 10 or 12 inches in V'idth. Tlie Pacific right
whales give baleen of good quality. 'In finback v/liales the
slabs are shorter, and in humpback whales the baleen is of si?.ch
poor pu.ality that it does not Y/arrsnt the trouble of saving it.
Baleen is not firmly secured to the jaw of the whale.
About 12 Inches of it is embedded and the rest han^s free.
This may readily be detached' after the whale has been dead a
^Facts concerning whalebone taken from C. H. Stevenson--
ihalebone
.
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dc^. The entire u;i_;^'er is t^ hen on deck and s ascended on
the cuttina tackle, Tliv are t-en separated frora the h.\y
hone and tYio baleen rem.in 3 attached to the ' n. Tlie v;hale-
bone, cut I;: to convenient mas see is then stored until a ti^-iie
convenieijt for cl e anln(__, . dfiile in the 302113 the baleen is
not liable to injury froiii dampness and is stov. ed in the hol:h
’Tnen the season is over and the ship is on the pass aye to
the v/h.alebone is brought up on deck again and the slabs are
carefully separated, e.ll particles of yioin scraijed off, aached
in salt v/ater, and thorouyhly ilrled.
Til the early days of whalin^ thie v/halebone ,v/as sold so
cheaply that fev; ships brouyht home any 'quantity of it. In
the beyinninj of the nineteenth century, it was consid,ered
more profitable to fill the hold v/ith oil, ^,t that time
baleen sold for about ten cents a pound, rise in demand
brouylit the p^rice to 25 cents a pound in 1822. xi decrease in’
price to 13 cents a pound in 1332 caused a decrease in pro-
duction. *
* It is interesting to study the
accompaniny table and speculate on the
relationship between price and supply.

C6
Statement of the Product of Vi/halebone
in the Uniter^ States
1
dnrin.n: each year 1821-1^<^6
f'^ar Proiuction jer ;.'0un8
If 21 rj r> ^ r* '7O iO j O
">0
1 0
If-' •
1822 r- r\ r> 1 0• . .r^
1 O
-L V .o U 103,404 .13
1824: 133,472 .13
1825 152,534 .15
18 2 G 7^,363 .18
1827 106,255 .I-;.
1328 13”^, 323 • 0
1823 563, C^4 0 ^
1830 514,991 .20
1831 C »7 ^ pr7 py 1 o .17
1832 -I/O o T T 'TU*
1833 O ^ < -T o.C/ 'w L,
^
X *1 /I• .
1834 343,324 .21
18 35 965,192 .21
1836 1,828, 7"’
3
0 r
• a:, u
183"’ 1 yry rr •-r “» O 1
-i-j / .20
1838 1 ,^no
*
^ ^
OP
1839 1,880,080 1 8L'-/
1340 2,0C8,nn'^ 1 0
1841 2,120,000 OP•
1842 2,410,000 0 "* 0
1843 1,128,270 r*• 00
1844 2,532,445 P• -x^ ^
1845 2,135,054 .34
1846 f? 0^0 o
^
O^ ^
r? /
• X
184”" 3,341,680 .31
1848 3,003,0^0 .25
1 O ^ PJ.W -X ^ 2,281,100 .22
1850 2,869,200 .32
1851 2,016,580 ^ /IX
1852 1,259,300 .31
1853 5,652,300 r7 r-
1854 • 3,445,200 .33
1855 07 '-PP 0
1856 2,592,700 ,58
^Fi^ires from C. H. Steven3on-~T-'.al : . >7

Year
Avera/^e value
production uer pound
1857 2,058,850 ;o.97
1358 2,571,200
1859 ^ ,923,850 o28
18G0 1,337,650 .80
1861 -> r^'zp ' r-,A ,66
1862 763,500 .88
1863 488,750 1, 53
1864 700,450 1,80
18 G 5 319,350 1 rri. - S i
1866 920,375
1867 1,001,397 1.18
1868 900,850 1.02
1869 60 '^,60 3 1,23
1370 7C8'j565 .85
1871 600,655
1872 193,793 1.23
1873 206,396 1.08
1374 345 , 560 1,10
1875 372,303 1,21
1376 150,623 1.96
1877 160,220 2,50
1878 207,259 2.46
1379 286,280 2.34
1880 464,028 2,00
1881 368,322 1.63
1882 271,999 1,71
1883 254,037 2.87
1884 425,968 3.55
1885 463,990 2,63
1886 352,490 2.73
1887 585,011 n TOO • J-i^
1888 334,572 2.78
1889 253,113 3.50
1890 309,710 4,22
1891 297,768 5.38
1892 369,885 5.35
1893 411,315 3,08
1894 278,800 2.95
1895 114,960 2,83
1896 207,350 3. 95
1897 178,100 3.50
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*i.veraye value
Year Production i:er oound
1393 246,120 v3.10
1389 320,100 2.70
1900 207,650 2.50
1901 99,050 2,65
1902 109,930 4.20
1903 74,850 5.25
1904 123,300 5.30
1905 7^,900 4.90
1906 96,600 4.50
From 1344 to the outbreak of the Civil Tk.r, the output
averaged about 2^800^000 pounds annually, the greatest fnr one
pear being 5,682,300 pounds in 1853, and the ^.rice gradaially
Increased. Since 1860 there has been a large decrease in
Ydialebone output. Tae reduction in the yield of v/halebone has
been largely counterbalanc'- d' by increase in the ve.lue er
pound. Tlie sudden rise in j^rlce from 66 cents in 1361 to ij^l.80
in 1864 Vi/ith a corresponding drop in production is due to the
Civil ’.7ar. ^igain the sudden rise of price in 1872 and 1877 may
be accounted for by the disasters to the v/hallng fleet in the
..rctlc the year preceding each rise. Tie loss in 1871, being
by far the more serious of the t.vo, brought a great drop in
production.
T:ie economic value of v/halehon.e is due to Its combined
qualities of lightness, elasticity or springiness, and flexi-
bility even ?/hen split into very thin strips. It yuII also
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retain any shape that is ^iven to it v/lien it is heated a'„d
cooled under compression. Although various siihs titutes
,
sucli
as steely cattle liorn_, and turkey .j.uills have heen introduced,
nothing rivals It.
Tie first operation after the whalebone is received in the
factory consists of cutting off the hair or fringe along the
edge with a Imife or a pair of shears. It is sold to hrush-
mako'f's 7;ho combine it v/itli other bristles and use it in the
manufacture of clothes brushes. Formerly it was used to scr:o
extent in Uj.holstery. TText, in order to make the material
workable, the slabs are sotdsed in tepid v/ater for one or two
v/eeks and then subjected to steam for 40 to 60 minutes, Fach
slab is then ready for cutting. The first cutting, or the
'’front'’, is of the best puality and was commonlyy^for dresses
etc. After the ’’front” bone comes the ’’whip” bone of less
desirable quality but having the necessary flexibility for
whips. The front bone is of tv/o grades; shell bone distinguish-
able for Its nonflbrous appearance, and grain bone of a
fibrous nature. Shell bone is more valuable than grain bone,
ovTing to the- fact that it is perfectly pliable and will not
split whereas grain bone may split if pierced by a needle.
Shell bone -was used for dresses; grain bone was used in corsets
or where ever it was sllpp.'ed into casings Instead of being
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sev/ed into tie z-.rnient^
,
Tlie fitter frora the s^littin^ ard cuttlnij insijlit into
hrlstle sizes and used in the :namif act-”.re of coarse stiff
brushes. Shavings and 3cre^:,ings are used b^ uphol3tGre?''S
.
Formerly whalebone was used to mahe frames or r:-bs for
umbrellas and parasols. It was used in hooi^s, V/I''-alebcnG
canes were once fashionable,
Tne cutting; of the blubber and- the trying-out has been
seen, '^ne bailing out of the spermaceti and its trying-out
has been noted^ The story of what happens to sperm oil on land
follov/s
,
S_.,erm oi!J.** comes from the v/haler in casi’s , From these
it is puirped into tanks and heated to IGO degrees. .-.:^ter this
it is put into tani'S and chilled. Tb.e result is a seJr-i-solid
which is shoveled into bags and given its first pressing in a
big hydraulic press, here it remains for four hours under
pressure 2,500 pounds to the square inch, 'F'e resulting oil
is called winter oil and has a cold test of 45 or 53 degrees.
The winter oil is stored. T^ie residue called, sperm roots, goes
* See page 42
fils process v/as not described in any bool:
kno'vn to me. Tlie story is taken from a type-
written account by ‘'filliam H. Tripp, Curator
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into a hoi^per, is heated to 72 degrees and ground to a Innpy
mass. In this form, it is given a second pressing under
pressure 2,000 pounds to the square inch. The result of this
pressing is called spring oil. It is stored. Black cake is
the name given the residue. This will melt at 102 degrees.
The cakes are melted, washed and cleaned or refined with alka-
li. kext the black cake is boiled off into round pans and
hardened into cakes each weighing 50 pounds. It is now called
refined black cake. In a room 84 degrees in temperature the
refined black cake is allowed to season ten to t/elve days. ’J^er
it has seasoned, a Imlfe passes through it as though it were
butter, ilext it is shoved into a. flalry substance, put into
very heavy bags of "Egyptian yarn, and given a third or tavit
pressing under pressure 3,000 pounds to the square inch. The
resulting oil is called taiit pressed oil, T!.ie residue is made
into cakes and is called unrefined spermaceti. These cakes
are put into kettles and refined in alkali. T’.iis oil is called
refined -spermaceti. It is pumiped into a large kettle with
steam heated colls and heated to keep liquid, IText it is
toiled into square pans and al].owed to cook into cakes and is
*-«-Contlnued froiu preceding page: of the Old
Dartmiouth Tnallng' Huseum in kev/ Bedford. LIr
Trip ’ s information was furnished by the
ij'l
Robinson Gil ’/Vorks
,
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c;j.lled refined 3_'-er:.]aceti , Dru^^lG-tr: us ' It :.r-. f e
base of all cold crea:.!S. Itliiced ..Itli ^jarc<.f ine
^
rc;”’.n-d Gperr-
aceti is used to rr.ake tbe hal'd candles familiar in cluincbes.
^^-',0 '..inter oil_, ,/hich resulted from the first j.,re.ssd
also has a refinln :3 j-roc-sa, From the storage , it r^oes to
lar^G 2j000 t^allon bleaching tanks v/here it is he..ted to 130
degrees and agitated nlth alkali (caustic soda). Tals process
re’duc^s the fattg aCid and removes the brov/n color. 'fie resi-
due is cocked into sperm oil soaiJ. vdilch is used for r.mduhng
silver plating compound. Watch case coim^aniteS ma^’re a compound
of this s_^'3rm oil Soap for washing watch cases. 'fne oil next
goes to the S'un vat room, whore in large shallc.v vats It
bleaches in the sun foui' to seven dags. Pumped from filtered
presses into storage tanks it is ready for shipment, Winter
oil,, thus refined, is used compounded aith lard or mineral
oil. It is used as a fine lubricating oil. Spring oil is
comp)Ounded with the winter oil,
.rJiicng the minor products of the whale fishery are v/hale
meat, guano, and ambergris. liVhale meat is used as food in
Japan. It is cheaper than beef. In winter whale meat is
fifteen cents a pound;^at other times it is half that price.
.O.1 S 0 fresh blubber, heiit^ liver, tongue, and intestines are
used for food. cheioical analysis of the flesh sho-.vs : v/ater,
C. j».ndre\7S“-7/hale hunting with mun and camera . 2G.
(
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71.22;^; ash, 1.20,t; protein^ 23.13,o; fat, -1,2-1; -unde t err,linef,
' 1
0,21,'i. "’"lie anal73ls shows It to be richer In protein than
lean beef. xx v/hale meat meal may be mafe from fresh -..hale
flesh and used for feeding cattle. T^iis meal is 17.50;'! ^.rotein,
3uano is made from the remaining flesh and about one third
of V\e bone. This is 3.50,! ammonia and 21,'! triboric phosphates,
Tne v/hole of the dried bones and the meat maT-^ be made into one
product, a rich guano, containing from 10 to 12pl ammonia and
2
17 to 24/! phosphates.
The above products are modern but arbergris has always
been looked for in v/haling, .'.mbergris cones from the intestine
3
of diseased v/hales and probably is caused by indigestion. In
the catting-in of every whale, tire carcass is cut and the in-
testines are searched for ambergr:h. It is rare and may be
sold for as much as |]:300 a i.,ound. A solid fatty substance of
a marbled gray and black appearance and generally contains the
beaks, of cuttle-fish. "Tnen fresh ambergris has .an intolerable
siuill, but the odor leaves it after exposure.
.tvmbergris is used in the making of perfumes, pastilles,
incense, perfurced candle.e, ^^owders, eaid in the TTast. for wines.
It readily takes the scent of flo-'ers and after th..t has de-
parted gives its ov.-n pleasing scent,
^Analysis by II. 7. Jaffa, Professor of Hutriclan, University of
California in C. iiiidrev.'S--V/halehrintine: with nrun and camera ,
86
.
^
.xbove figures for guana are given in J-, C-, 3. Plurdcck
hodern v/haliii.r and bear huntin*'^ . 313
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Am'ber^ri? lias lon^ been l:no’"n. In s^nslent tines it was
considered a treusare. In 1G91, it was described in a liharna-
ceutical treatise. In 1672, an wrote of it as tbe
;iun of a tree cast into the sou. Its oriain v;as settled by
TTsntuchet in the first quarter of the eighteenth century. Un-
til that tirrie its origin was unImo?m,
The ship 3 .1 ,v "id of Kantucl^et hilled a 100 barrel sperm
\
7/hale. While the crew was cutting in, the whale was noticed to
be sinking. Cutting in to unioln the carcass, the spade' re-
bounded as if it had hit rubber. Tae carcass sank but several
lumps of dark material appeared. T/zenty or thirty lumps that
looked like old potatoes v/ere fished out of the sea. Tliey
proved to be ambergris, ..s much more probably sank.
In 1882, a ship s lilted sperm whales and lov/ered for them.
One v/hale came up before his time, spouted twice, and went
down again. Tills fact v/as unusual as a sperm v/hale' usually
stays down 40 minutes and spouts SO to ICO 'clmes before going
dovm. On the next rising the smaller whale v/as_ not ic'ed ’’'o
have a peculiar hump 'with a large t’liok wrinkle on it. T^ie
whale-boat got two irons into him. It took all da;,' to kill the
whale. Tliat evening, with the whale secured along slic, they
left it supp-osedly until the next lay. .*fter sundown, the
captain went to see how the whale was rldin^. He
^Continued from preceding page --Although much has
about ambergris, the two articles I. K. Sar3>^-
of the Sea and I. C. hurghv - -?1oa t ing; Go1 d . gives
r . Sig-ur.es- coma i*rom ^ncse s ource s.
noticed t.
be 'n v r -tten
treasure?
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"r.'all '-lark object bobbin^ Uj. an " i^ov.r In ti e Ct.'i'al - b ' : k
It Y;as blr’ cove-rou, to be an bv. r,,nls f’la.t liad been rkbcTa-"^eb b^
, Tl'.e
capt-.ln set watcli'. s and 50 pouii^’c •;••. c sr. ncp. ed n.p before
0.-11. Ibnee o'cloc]: in tlio 1"' e cnitblnj-in
started. Pcaii’ ribs v/ere sliced off .-nd milled on -f-e bl-if ct
piece. Fxplor l1 t J-Oi i of tlie lieurt and lunps sl.oned no .yaibcrpr j s .
..niotlien int err action disclosed none in tko storiiacb. Llore of
tlio blaid'et piece nas cut off ^.nd tlie main canal of the entrail
’"as foLuid to be sen-* Hen to neorlp foot li-inet-'r , One
an
^
secured bp two money roj^es_, \,'nt over t"' e -side, .nnl tv;o
others cil'lei ./itli scoops. '.Tnen the captain split the bo\;el,
it ',;as feuxid to contain an enormous mass of lark substance in
a senl-j-las tic state. Tills jubstc.nce hardened in t-e i.^ir and
broke .dien bent, 972 i.i 0 i;ijids of amberprls ./an t.a":a7i from the
nhale. T"nis flooded the mar"-et and broup"-.! ;iT0,':'nr. witb
more skillful barpainlnp more mlplit liave bean
f.ct./een 1°.5G and *T..;ierloan whalers saved 1GG7-7/8
1
pound s c f amb er -r 1 s ,
Llanp- curionn tales are told shout finding of ambergris.
Host objects thought to be arbergris are not. In New Zea].ard
a lar^G imnp of it v/as used as a rock in a rod: garden for ms.np
pears before it was discovered. In Barbados
^
a native girl on
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her way to market sat on a rock and her dress stnck. An
apothecary learned of this incident and found 1,400 ounces of
ambergris
.
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COITCLUSION
a time like the present wlien there is sreat eccnomio
malaujustment it i® good to study the history of an iii'‘’ustr;^
that sprang up to fill a need, that three times v;^s _^.artially
ruined hy war, and that read-’us t® to ohanging conditions, and
that finally passed away, iiiat opportunity is adjniruhly
offer?)^ed hy the whaling Industry,
Chap-ter one gives the very necessary introduction to the
v;halo himself. This land mammal which has taken up' life in
the sea is peculiar and unparalleled in the world. Its great
hulk, its adjustments to marine life, and its curious habits
make the basis for a distinctive indi’stig’-.
Chapter two gives the history of the Industry, Its coi.-
onlal origin and early grov/th; its critica.1 period -'’uring the
J.^volutlonary Tar; its readjustment and its incrf=-asing imjjcrt-
anc£, interrupted to he sure hy the iVar of IGlf, but neverthe-
less a steady climb to its peak about 1850; its death-blow
dealt by the Civil ’"ar, its decline retarded by the shift of
emphasis to a former by-p)roduct; and its present status; all
these are Included in the cycle.
Chax-ter three deals v/ith the equipment, personnel and
m.ethods, Ir this field v/haling off erred much that is unique.
Ti'-e shij.
,
the whale-boats, the implements were peculiar to
whaling alone. The method of paying the men was unusual. The
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chase, as long as the harpoon alone was used, .vs.s sportsnanlll'e
and thrilling, "^e hazards were many and disast^rons. Thr'n
chapter deals with the romance and drudgery of the industry.
Chapter four hecomes more prosaic and business-like. The
capital invested, returns on the capital, prices and record
catches. Insurance, outfittlngs, and the products of whaling
are discussed to show the Industry’s place in the economic
life of Southeastern Massachusetts.
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